C&BTR S4S Red Oak

C&BTR S4S Red Oak boards are finished to the highest quality and ready for your
craftsmanship to be made into cabinets, furniture, trim, or your own special project. All
Red Oak boards are sold in random lengths, with lengths ranging from 8-16 ft. Red
Oak can be bought in 250 board foot units or random length job pack quantities. In
these units, you will find primarily all heartwood boards with the occasional sapwood.
Heartwood is a pinkish reddish brown and Sapwood is white to light brown.
Most boards are straight-grained, with a coarse texture.

C&BTR S4S Red Oak
PRODUCT

Red Oak
SPECIES

Available Sizes:

Cabinets, Furniture, Trim
USAGE

Features and Benefits:
- Clear S4S Oak
- Full sanded face and edges
- Mixed grain fiber
- Stains exceptionally well
- Great for stairs, trim work, baseboards, and more
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C&BTR S4S Red Oak

Sand Wood for Even Finishes
Sand every contour and flat area in the direction
of the grain with a combination of medium-grit
sanding sponges and pads. When necessary,
fold 120-grit paper to get into tight cracks.

Test Stain Colors First
Try out the stain on a sample of the same wood
you plan to finish. You can create your own
custom color by mixing two or three stains (of the
same type) together.

Long Strokes = a Smooth Finish
If you can, arrange your trim boards in such a way
that after you brush on the desired amount of finish,
you can make your last couple strokes in one
continuous pass.

Dry-Brush Crevices
Stain will pool in cracks. Use a dry paintbrush to
remove it from each piece after it's been completely
wiped. Wipe the brush on a clean rag or brush it on
newspaper to clean off the stain between strokes.
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